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- **Lubuntu 21.10 Quick overview #Shorts - Invidious** [3]

  A Quick overview of Lubuntu 21.10

- **Virt-Manager Tips and Tricks from a VM Junkie - Invidious** [4]

  Virt-Manager is a virtual machine program, and for Linux users, it's a good alternative to VirtualBox.

- **Distro: I Wonder What Ubuntu 4.10 Is Like | Streamaversary - Invidious** [5]

- **I Tried to Love Portainer | Self-Hosted 59** [6]

  We try out a couple of very popular Docker GUI's and report back, and discuss our biggest
Self-Hosted regrets.


Next in our video editing series for the Librem 14, Gardiner Bryant dives into adding visual interest to your videos. In this video, you'll learn how to use compositions to mix tracks and how to apply effects in Kdenlive, a free software video editing solution. This video will help those looking to level up their overall video production. We hope to do similar projects like this in the future, so if you have ideas for topics you'd like us to cover, please let us know!
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